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Shockwave is a supplement for Ogre/G.E.V.
It includes counters for a variety of new units;
a 13” x 14-1/2” map that fits on any side of the
G.E.V. map; and 12 scenarios.

1.00 INTRODUCTION

1.01 Background. Shockwave is a supplement for the games Ogre and G.E.V.,
simulating tactical armor and infantry combat late in the 21st century. This supplement
is not intended to stand by itself; players must already have either Ogre or G.E.V.
(preferably both). Shockwave provides a new map, new units, and scenarios to utilize
them. Shockwave is also a “scenario design kit”; the map and counters, especially when
combined with G.E.V., will provide material for the player himself to invent dozens of
new scenarios.
1.02 Components. Shockwave includes this rules folder; two 4” x 7” counter
cards, which should be cut apart to provide 224 counters; one 13” x 14-1/2” game map;
and a ziplock bag for counter storage.

New units in Shockwave include a devastating
Cruise Missile (and a Laser Tower to shoot it
down); three new types of G.E.V.; and the
Superheavy Tank.
Shockwave is not a stand-alone game;
Ogre/G.E.V. is required to play.

2.00 MAPSHEET

The Shockwave map may be used by itself. However, it is designed to fit any side
of the G.E.V. map to produce a larger game area. In fact, since the maps fit together
along any side, several Shockwave and G.E.V. maps may be combined to produce a
map of any desired size. Use drafting tape (which will peel up without tearing the paper)
to fasten the map(s) down before play begins. Shockwave maps are cut in the middle of
hex-lines, and always overlap above G.E.V. maps.
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3.00 COUNTERS

3.01 New units. Counters have been provided for five new types of armor unit, one
new type of infantry, and two noncombatant units. All counters use standard Ogre terminology.
3.011 Light GEV (LGEV). This counter represents one lightly armed one-man
hovercraft. It has an attack strength of 1, a range of 2, a defensive strength of 1, and a
movement value of 4/3 (the same as a standard GEV). It is affected by terrain as though
it were a standard GEV. When a player chooses units at the beginning of a scenario,
each LGEV is worth 1/2 armor unit.
3.012 Missile Crawler.This counter represents a single heavy tracked vehicle carrying a Cruise Missile (see Section 4.00). It has no attack strength of its own; it attacks
by firing the missile. It has a defensive strength of 2 and a movement value of 1. It is
affected by terrain as though it were a Heavy Tank. When a player chooses units at the
beginning of a scenario, each Missile Crawler is worth 3 armor units.
3.013 Crawler. This counter represents a Missile Crawler that has fired its missile.
It has a defensive strength of 2 and a movement value of 2. It is affected by terrain as
though it were a Heavy Tank. Crawlers cannot be chosen in the initial setup; when a
Missile Crawler fires its missile, it is replaced by a Crawler.
3.014 GEV-PC. This counter represents a GEV personnel carrier. It has an attack
strength of 1, a range of 2, and a defensive strength of 2. It has a movement value of
3/2 – that is, 3 hexes in the first movement phase, and 2 in the second movement phase.
It is affected by terrain as though it were a standard GEV. When a player chooses units
at the beginning of a scenario, each GEV-PC is considered l armor unit.
A GEV-PC can carry up to three squads of infantry. See G.E.V. Section 5.11 for
movement and combat rules used when infantry ride armored vehicles.

3.015 Superheavy Tank (SHVY). This counter represents a heavy tracked
vehicle mounting twin weapons . . . a “tank destroyer.” It has an attack strength of
6, a range of 3, and a defensive strength of 5. It has a movement value of 3, and is
affected by terrain as though it were an Ogre! When a player chooses units at the
beginning of a scenario, each Superheavy is worth 2 armor units.
The Superheavy has two main guns. The owning player may, on any turn,
choose to attack separately with each gun, giving the Superheavy Tank two attacks
of strength 3 each. But, unlike an Ogre, the Superheavy may not lose one gun and
continue to function. When it is hit, it is disabled or destroyed as a unit.
The Superheavy also has two AP units, which are not indicated on the counter.
These function exactly like Ogre AP weapons for all purposes, and, like Ogre AP,
are doubled in an overrun attack.
In Ogre, when a Superheavy Tank is rammed by an Ogre, that Ogre loses 3 tread
units.
3.016 Marine Battlesuits. These counters come in three types, representing
one, two, or three squads of “marine” infantry. Marines are treated for all purposes
like regular infantry, except that they move and fight equally well on land and on (or
in) water. When a player chooses units at the beginning of a scenario, he may trade
regular infantry for marines at a 2:1 ratio, up to the maximum number of marine
counters supplied; for instance, 20 regular infantry could be traded for 10 marines.
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Marines and regular infantry can combine in groups of up to 3 squads for defensive purposes. If an attacker gets a “D” result against a mixed stack, roll randomly to
see which unit is lost.
3.017 Truck. This counter represents a single large truck, unarmed and almost
unarmored. It has no attack strength, and a defensive strength of 0 – if attacked, it is
automatically destroyed. A truck in a town hex, and/or undergoing a spillover attack,
has a defense strength of 1.
A truck, being a wheeled vehicle, has its own set of terrain effects. It has 4 movement points. It pays 1 point to enter a road hex, 2 to enter a town hex without a road,
and 4 to enter a clear terrain hex. It may not enter other terrain.
3.018 Hovertruck. This counter represents a cargo-carrying hovercraft. It has no
attack strength and a defensive strength of 1 (due to its speed). It has a movement
value of 3/2 – that is, 3 movement points in the first phase, and 2 in the second phase.
It is affected by terrain as though it were a standard GEV.
3.02 Infantry riding new units. As per G.E.V. section 5.11, infantry units may
hitch a ride on certain faster units. New units which can carry infantry, and the number of squads they can carry, are: Superheavy Tank (2); GEV-PC (3); Truck (2);
Hovertruck (2). Note that infantry riding a Truck or Hovertruck are assumed to be riding inside, and cannot use their weapons until they dismount.
3.03 Buildings. These counters represent large structures, much more heavily
constructed and armored than the CPs presented in Ogre. The front of each counter
gives its type; the back says only “Building.” Therefore, in some scenarios, an invading force may enter the map without knowing which building is which. Each building
has a SP (Structure Point) value showing its strength. See Section 5.00, below.
3.031 Strongpoint. This counter represents a very heavily armored bunker, command center, or other fortification, with a SP value of 60 or more.
3.032 Laser. This counter represents a heavy laser designed for anti-missile fire,
with a SP value of 20 to 40. See Section 6.00, below.
3.033 Laser Tower. This counter represents a heavy laser mounted in a tower,
giving it increased range; it has a SP value of 20. See Section 6.00.
3.034 Administrative Building. This is a “generic” building counter which may
represent an office building, laboratory, command post, etc. Admin counters have SP
values of 10 to 30.
3.035 Reactor. This counter represents a nuclear reactor, with 60 SP.
3.04 Marker Counters. These are counters that may be placed on the map to
show a change in terrain.
3.041 Rubble. When using optional rule 8.06 from G.E.V., a rubble counter may
be placed on a town or forest hex when it is turned to rubble.
3.042 Crater. A crater counter is placed on the map in any hex where a Cruise
Missile strikes (see Section 5.00 below). A crater hex is treated exactly like a crater
hex in Ogre: No unit may enter or cross over a crater.
3.043 Bridge Out. This counter is placed on a bridge to indicate that it has been
destroyed.
3.05 Point values for new units. G.E.V. victory point values for new units are as
follows:
Missile Crawler ...................................................................................18
Missile.................................................................................................12
Superheavy Tank ................................................................................12
Crawler w/o missile .............................................................................6
GEV-PC ...............................................................................................6
LGEV ....................................................................................................3
Marines (per squad) .............................................................................4
Truck or Hovertruck .......................................................as per scenario
Building ..........................................................................as per scenario
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4.00 CRUISE MISSILES

4.01 Background. Large missiles are very expensive, and they are vulnerable to
defensive fire – especially from heavy lasers. However, they can still be cost-effective
if used properly. A battlefield Cruise Missile has its own computer brain, steering jets,
and enough BPC shielding to protect it from near misses; it flies only a few feet above
the ground. Most Cruise Missiles are fired from protected sites in rear areas, but Missile
Crawler units are available to take them close to the front when necessary.
4.02 Firing. One turn represents four minutes. In that time a Cruise Missile can
reach any point on the map (however big the map is) – unless it is intercepted. However,
the farther the missile travels, the more likely it is to be successfully tracked and shot
down. When a player wishes to fire a Cruise Missile, he does so during his attack phase.
The missile starts at its crawler and immediately moves one hex at a time, by the route
specified by its owner, until it is intercepted, or its owner states that it has reached its
target and is exploding. (A missile counter is provided, but a pointing finger will suffice.) Once a Cruise Missile is fired, it is tracked to its destination and its fate resolved
before any more actions occur.
4.021 Fratricide. The explosion of a Cruise Missile will knock down any other
missiles in the air nearby. Therefore, on any turn when a player wishes to fire Cruise
Missiles, he must write down the number of missiles being fired, and each target hex.
If a missile explodes, all other missiles aimed at that hex, or at any other target within
six hexes of the explosion point, are lost; they are considered to have been fired simultaneously, and destroyed by the explosion. Furthermore, no other Cruise Missile, whatever target it is aimed at, may pass within 6 hexes of the explosion site on that turn.
4.03 Interception. A Cruise Missile may be attacked by any enemy unit when it
passes within that unit’s attack range. Since the missile travels so quickly, each interception attempt is a single quick shot at low odds – but it takes little time, and does not
affect the unit’s ability to move and fire on its next turn. Disabled units may not attempt
interception.
4.031 Movement and interception procedure. The attacking player indicates the
missile’s path, one hex at a time, counting each hex as it is entered. As each hex is
entered, the defending player may attack the missile with any unit in range of that hex.
A successful attack, as shown on the table below, destroys the missile. A unit may fire
at the missile at any time while the missile is in range, but no unit may attempt interception more than once against any single Cruise Missile. (Exception: Ogres and
Superheavy Tanks may fire once with each weapon they have.) If two or more Cruise
Missiles are fired during the same turn, each unit in range may attack each missile separately.
4.032 Attack odds. When attacking a Cruise Missile, a unit rolls two dice. The
indicated result destroys the missile. Note that the attacking unit receives a bonus if the
missile is more than ten hexes from its hex of origin. The farther a missile travels, the
easier it is to track and kill.

ATTACKS ON CRUISE MISSILES – roll two dice
Any armor unit with attack strength 1 or 2 ................................12
Any armor unit with attack strength 3 or more ..........................11 or better
Each individual squad ( 1/1 unit) of infantry .............................11 or better
Each Ogre main or secondary battery ........................................10 or better
Each Ogre missile ........................................................................9 or better
Laser or Laser Tower ...................................................................9 or better
Missile has traveled more than 10 hexes from its origin ...........+1 to roll
Missile has traveled more than 15 hexes from its origin ...........+2 to roll
Missile has traveled more than 20 hexes from its origin,
OR missile was fired from off the board ....................................+3 to roll
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Shockwave is a supplement for Ogre/G.E.V.
It includes counters for a variety of new units;
a 13” x 14-1/2” map that fits on any side of the
G.E.V. map; and 12 scenarios.

1.00 INTRODUCTION

1.01 Background. Shockwave is a supplement for the games Ogre and G.E.V.,
simulating tactical armor and infantry combat late in the 21st century. This supplement
is not intended to stand by itself; players must already have either Ogre or G.E.V.
(preferably both). Shockwave provides a new map, new units, and scenarios to utilize
them. Shockwave is also a “scenario design kit”; the map and counters, especially when
combined with G.E.V., will provide material for the player himself to invent dozens of
new scenarios.
1.02 Components. Shockwave includes this rules folder; two 4” x 7” counter
cards, which should be cut apart to provide 224 counters; one 13” x 14-1/2” game map;
and a ziplock bag for counter storage.

New units in Shockwave include a devastating
Cruise Missile (and a Laser Tower to shoot it
down); three new types of G.E.V.; and the
Superheavy Tank.
Shockwave is not a stand-alone game;
Ogre/G.E.V. is required to play.

2.00 MAPSHEET

The Shockwave map may be used by itself. However, it is designed to fit any side
of the G.E.V. map to produce a larger game area. In fact, since the maps fit together
along any side, several Shockwave and G.E.V. maps may be combined to produce a
map of any desired size. Use drafting tape (which will peel up without tearing the paper)
to fasten the map(s) down before play begins. Shockwave maps are cut in the middle of
hex-lines, and always overlap above G.E.V. maps.
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3.00 COUNTERS

3.01 New units. Counters have been provided for five new types of armor unit, one
new type of infantry, and two noncombatant units. All counters use standard Ogre terminology.
3.011 Light GEV (LGEV). This counter represents one lightly armed one-man
hovercraft. It has an attack strength of 1, a range of 2, a defensive strength of 1, and a
movement value of 4/3 (the same as a standard GEV). It is affected by terrain as though
it were a standard GEV. When a player chooses units at the beginning of a scenario,
each LGEV is worth 1/2 armor unit.
3.012 Missile Crawler.This counter represents a single heavy tracked vehicle carrying a Cruise Missile (see Section 4.00). It has no attack strength of its own; it attacks
by firing the missile. It has a defensive strength of 2 and a movement value of 1. It is
affected by terrain as though it were a Heavy Tank. When a player chooses units at the
beginning of a scenario, each Missile Crawler is worth 3 armor units.
3.013 Crawler. This counter represents a Missile Crawler that has fired its missile.
It has a defensive strength of 2 and a movement value of 2. It is affected by terrain as
though it were a Heavy Tank. Crawlers cannot be chosen in the initial setup; when a
Missile Crawler fires its missile, it is replaced by a Crawler.
3.014 GEV-PC. This counter represents a GEV personnel carrier. It has an attack
strength of 1, a range of 2, and a defensive strength of 2. It has a movement value of
3/2 – that is, 3 hexes in the first movement phase, and 2 in the second movement phase.
It is affected by terrain as though it were a standard GEV. When a player chooses units
at the beginning of a scenario, each GEV-PC is considered l armor unit.
A GEV-PC can carry up to three squads of infantry. See G.E.V. Section 5.11 for
movement and combat rules used when infantry ride armored vehicles.

3.015 Superheavy Tank (SHVY). This counter represents a heavy tracked
vehicle mounting twin weapons . . . a “tank destroyer.” It has an attack strength of
6, a range of 3, and a defensive strength of 5. It has a movement value of 3, and is
affected by terrain as though it were an Ogre! When a player chooses units at the
beginning of a scenario, each Superheavy is worth 2 armor units.
The Superheavy has two main guns. The owning player may, on any turn,
choose to attack separately with each gun, giving the Superheavy Tank two attacks
of strength 3 each. But, unlike an Ogre, the Superheavy may not lose one gun and
continue to function. When it is hit, it is disabled or destroyed as a unit.
The Superheavy also has two AP units, which are not indicated on the counter.
These function exactly like Ogre AP weapons for all purposes, and, like Ogre AP,
are doubled in an overrun attack.
In Ogre, when a Superheavy Tank is rammed by an Ogre, that Ogre loses 3 tread
units.
3.016 Marine Battlesuits. These counters come in three types, representing
one, two, or three squads of “marine” infantry. Marines are treated for all purposes
like regular infantry, except that they move and fight equally well on land and on (or
in) water. When a player chooses units at the beginning of a scenario, he may trade
regular infantry for marines at a 2:1 ratio, up to the maximum number of marine
counters supplied; for instance, 20 regular infantry could be traded for 10 marines.
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Marines and regular infantry can combine in groups of up to 3 squads for defensive purposes. If an attacker gets a “D” result against a mixed stack, roll randomly to
see which unit is lost.
3.017 Truck. This counter represents a single large truck, unarmed and almost
unarmored. It has no attack strength, and a defensive strength of 0 – if attacked, it is
automatically destroyed. A truck in a town hex, and/or undergoing a spillover attack,
has a defense strength of 1.
A truck, being a wheeled vehicle, has its own set of terrain effects. It has 4 movement points. It pays 1 point to enter a road hex, 2 to enter a town hex without a road,
and 4 to enter a clear terrain hex. It may not enter other terrain.
3.018 Hovertruck. This counter represents a cargo-carrying hovercraft. It has no
attack strength and a defensive strength of 1 (due to its speed). It has a movement
value of 3/2 – that is, 3 movement points in the first phase, and 2 in the second phase.
It is affected by terrain as though it were a standard GEV.
3.02 Infantry riding new units. As per G.E.V. section 5.11, infantry units may
hitch a ride on certain faster units. New units which can carry infantry, and the number of squads they can carry, are: Superheavy Tank (2); GEV-PC (3); Truck (2);
Hovertruck (2). Note that infantry riding a Truck or Hovertruck are assumed to be riding inside, and cannot use their weapons until they dismount.
3.03 Buildings. These counters represent large structures, much more heavily
constructed and armored than the CPs presented in Ogre. The front of each counter
gives its type; the back says only “Building.” Therefore, in some scenarios, an invading force may enter the map without knowing which building is which. Each building
has a SP (Structure Point) value showing its strength. See Section 5.00, below.
3.031 Strongpoint. This counter represents a very heavily armored bunker, command center, or other fortification, with a SP value of 60 or more.
3.032 Laser. This counter represents a heavy laser designed for anti-missile fire,
with a SP value of 20 to 40. See Section 6.00, below.
3.033 Laser Tower. This counter represents a heavy laser mounted in a tower,
giving it increased range; it has a SP value of 20. See Section 6.00.
3.034 Administrative Building. This is a “generic” building counter which may
represent an office building, laboratory, command post, etc. Admin counters have SP
values of 10 to 30.
3.035 Reactor. This counter represents a nuclear reactor, with 60 SP.
3.04 Marker Counters. These are counters that may be placed on the map to
show a change in terrain.
3.041 Rubble. When using optional rule 8.06 from G.E.V., a rubble counter may
be placed on a town or forest hex when it is turned to rubble.
3.042 Crater. A crater counter is placed on the map in any hex where a Cruise
Missile strikes (see Section 5.00 below). A crater hex is treated exactly like a crater
hex in Ogre: No unit may enter or cross over a crater.
3.043 Bridge Out. This counter is placed on a bridge to indicate that it has been
destroyed.
3.05 Point values for new units. G.E.V. victory point values for new units are as
follows:
Missile Crawler ...................................................................................18
Missile.................................................................................................12
Superheavy Tank ................................................................................12
Crawler w/o missile .............................................................................6
GEV-PC ...............................................................................................6
LGEV ....................................................................................................3
Marines (per squad) .............................................................................4
Truck or Hovertruck .......................................................as per scenario
Building ..........................................................................as per scenario
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4.00 CRUISE MISSILES

4.01 Background. Large missiles are very expensive, and they are vulnerable to
defensive fire – especially from heavy lasers. However, they can still be cost-effective
if used properly. A battlefield Cruise Missile has its own computer brain, steering jets,
and enough BPC shielding to protect it from near misses; it flies only a few feet above
the ground. Most Cruise Missiles are fired from protected sites in rear areas, but Missile
Crawler units are available to take them close to the front when necessary.
4.02 Firing. One turn represents four minutes. In that time a Cruise Missile can
reach any point on the map (however big the map is) – unless it is intercepted. However,
the farther the missile travels, the more likely it is to be successfully tracked and shot
down. When a player wishes to fire a Cruise Missile, he does so during his attack phase.
The missile starts at its crawler and immediately moves one hex at a time, by the route
specified by its owner, until it is intercepted, or its owner states that it has reached its
target and is exploding. (A missile counter is provided, but a pointing finger will suffice.) Once a Cruise Missile is fired, it is tracked to its destination and its fate resolved
before any more actions occur.
4.021 Fratricide. The explosion of a Cruise Missile will knock down any other
missiles in the air nearby. Therefore, on any turn when a player wishes to fire Cruise
Missiles, he must write down the number of missiles being fired, and each target hex.
If a missile explodes, all other missiles aimed at that hex, or at any other target within
six hexes of the explosion point, are lost; they are considered to have been fired simultaneously, and destroyed by the explosion. Furthermore, no other Cruise Missile, whatever target it is aimed at, may pass within 6 hexes of the explosion site on that turn.
4.03 Interception. A Cruise Missile may be attacked by any enemy unit when it
passes within that unit’s attack range. Since the missile travels so quickly, each interception attempt is a single quick shot at low odds – but it takes little time, and does not
affect the unit’s ability to move and fire on its next turn. Disabled units may not attempt
interception.
4.031 Movement and interception procedure. The attacking player indicates the
missile’s path, one hex at a time, counting each hex as it is entered. As each hex is
entered, the defending player may attack the missile with any unit in range of that hex.
A successful attack, as shown on the table below, destroys the missile. A unit may fire
at the missile at any time while the missile is in range, but no unit may attempt interception more than once against any single Cruise Missile. (Exception: Ogres and
Superheavy Tanks may fire once with each weapon they have.) If two or more Cruise
Missiles are fired during the same turn, each unit in range may attack each missile separately.
4.032 Attack odds. When attacking a Cruise Missile, a unit rolls two dice. The
indicated result destroys the missile. Note that the attacking unit receives a bonus if the
missile is more than ten hexes from its hex of origin. The farther a missile travels, the
easier it is to track and kill.

ATTACKS ON CRUISE MISSILES – roll two dice
Any armor unit with attack strength 1 or 2 ................................12
Any armor unit with attack strength 3 or more ..........................11 or better
Each individual squad ( 1/1 unit) of infantry .............................11 or better
Each Ogre main or secondary battery ........................................10 or better
Each Ogre missile ........................................................................9 or better
Laser or Laser Tower ...................................................................9 or better
Missile has traveled more than 10 hexes from its origin ...........+1 to roll
Missile has traveled more than 15 hexes from its origin ...........+2 to roll
Missile has traveled more than 20 hexes from its origin,
OR missile was fired from off the board ....................................+3 to roll
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